Apart from Space race and Nuclear weapons research, there are 4 categories of agent
gadgets research in “Us and Them – Cold War”.
Surveillance, Weapons, Assassination and Interrogation.
1. Surveillance gadgets help your agents steal or protect information.
2. Weapons help them defend themselves.
3. Assassination helps them kill enemies.
4. Interrogation makes the excruciation of information during and interrogation easier or
helps your agents not to break and reveal information.

1. Surveillance
Drop Spike
This stainless steel hollow spike is Waterproof up to 50m and
mildew-proof. That makes it the perfect way to get rid of “hot
packages” or to exchange information with another operative
without meeting face to face, as it can be easily pushed into the
ground or placed inside a shower for later retrieval. Don't
hesitate, every modern agent needs one.

Hollow coin concealment
As it is often said, coins have 2 sides… Well think again cause
this particular coin has four sides. In its hollow space you can
easily hide small written messages or microfilm and is easily
blend into a pocket full of change.

One time pad
Painstaking? Yes. Cumbersome? Maybe. But why settle for less
when you can have the ultimate encryption method? A one
time pad is the only currently known unconditionally secure
encryption system. The method is really very simple for
everyone to use. Two copies of the pad are used, one for the
sender, and one for the receiver. Each contains a random string
of letters, which are used to encrypt each letter of the message. The receiver of the message
then uses the same key to decode the message. One time pad, a marvellously secure crypto
system that is mathematically impossible to break.

Invisible ink
Send a postcard from behind enemy lines to the headquarters
and remain undetected. Just write a visible message in
ordinary ink, with the invisible message written between the
lines, so even if it gets to the wrong hands the enemy will
read: "Thank you for everything my love. Our days together

will always remain in my heart as the best time of my life. I will miss your eyes, your smile
but most of all the things you did to me with that huge mango."

Seduction techniques
Sexpionage is one of the most sophisticated ways to retrieve
information and the noble art of sex spying has being used for
ages, as people noticed from the ancient years how difficult is to
keep a secret in bed. The results of sex spying were always very
rewarding and could be used against all targets since everybody
has an itch to scratch. Our army of specialists has managed to
take this art a step further, refine the techniques and form it in what we love to call the
seduction university.

Invisible ink reader spray
Still searching for that hidden message in his words? Don’t seem
to be able to read between the lines? While most invisible inks
can be revealed with fire and others are visible under ultraviolet
light, the most sophisticated ones can be read only when a
special chemical is applied directly to the invisible ink. This
chemical is now available in a spray for easy use and comes to
economical (500ml) and travel size (100ml).

Microdot Camera
Congratulations. After months of preparation, millions of dollars
spend and dozens of human lives lost, you've managed to steal
the design of the enemy's latest H-bomb. Now with all enemy
agents, police and border guards looking for you, exactly how
do you plan to smuggle outside the country the 1.500.000 pages
of the design? Frustrated? Well don’t, because the answer is
here. This state of the art photo camera can photograph and reduce the design to the size of
a pinhead! Now you can easily pass this under the enemy’s nose and later, when in safety,
use a microscope to read it.

Minox camera
Catch your picture the moment you see it and especially
without anyone seeing you! No guesswork, no settings, no fussy
focusing either. Designed to be your constant companion to
business or pleasure, this amazing compact little camera is
easily concealed and weighs less than a cigarette lighter. Comes
with a full set of accessories including a flash gun for peanut
flash bulb, a 15v battery and a right angle finder for shooting behind your back.

Fiberscope
Inspired by medical instruments, this device can look through
small holes on walls, under doors or around corners and as it

cannot be detected with radio signals or other electronic emissions, it's every agent's dream
come true.

Hidden audio recorders
Do you have the feeling that people talk about you behind your
back? Want to know what they say when you leave the room?
Then this handy device is the answer. It uses the latest
technology of tape recorders but instead of tape uses thin wire
in order to reduce size. At just 6 inch wide and 12 inches long is
easily concealed under clothing or inside a room and guaranties
high fidelity sound.

Tie pin photo camera
An agent usually needs to take photos completely undetected.
But what about those top secret sites that are guarded on a
24/7 basis? An agent must be really smart in order to pull this
off. Now with this incredible product you can be smart and look
smart at the same time. This elegant tie pin is actually a
concealed photo camera with a wide-angle lens. It is available in
silver 925 or solid 14k gold for agents that appreciate quality and beauty.

Surveillance cameras
Big Brother is watching… And it’s you! These amazing cameras
transmit the image back to a TV for monitoring or a VCR for
recording. No need to spend your money on extra guards, heavy
locks and expensive alarms. It’s the ultimate in peace of mind!

Ultra small tracker device
Wondering where he's been all day? Hesitate to follow him,
afraid that you might be discovered? No need to run around.
Now you can follow him from the safety of your base by using
our ultra small tracker device. Well hidden on a vehicle, this
marvelous device begins to emit an inaudible signal that you
can use to trace its path. Just follow the signal on the monitor
and you'll find your man. Disable it? They can't even find it!
Our device is small enough to be hidden in up to twenty places on a vehicle. Works through
ceilings, concrete walls, and other barriers to ensure that none will escape from your agents
undetected.

Hidden cameras
Hidden cameras have been around for years, but now we blow
away the competition by providing hidden video cameras
concealed in everyday items for your office or home
environment. For outdoor or indoor use, whatever item you

need we probably have it or we can custom build it. Our cameras are the one and only
surefire way to discover who's got his hand in the cookie jar.

Bug detectors
With today’s technology a microphone transmitting bug can be
hidden almost anywhere, monitoring your conversations
without you ever finding out! So is this the end of all top secret
information? Don’t be afraid. Our high quality bug detector will
detect hidden audio transmitters and will pinpoint the precise
location of the bug. It also features a visual sensitivity display,
an optional sensitivity audio tone, a sensitivity adjustment but most of all our bug detectors
are super simple to use!

Bugs
Take your job to the next level. Our engineers listened to your
demand and delivered these incredible quality products to a
very low price. Our bugs are so small that your target won’t
notice them even if you put them right under his nose. In fact
they are so small that many agents constantly keep misplacing
them! So don’t delay, order now and improve your intelligence
gathering ability.

Encryption device
Make enemy code-breakers regret their career choice! This ugly
looking machine is actually a marvel of cryptography that will
make code-making a piece of cake for you and code-breaking a
nightmare for your enemies. Using this device your encrypted
messages, even when intercepted, will look to them like a riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma!

Voice Changer
Fancy scaring the hell out of someone? Need an escape clause
for unwanted phone calls? Looking for a way to obtain
information on the phone while remaining totally disguised?
Now you can answer the telephone without anyone recognizing
your voice. There are 12 different voice changing settings.
A man can sound like a stranger, a man like a woman, or a
grandma like a child. Just imagine the possibilities…
For work or fun our voice changer is the more amazing security and novelty item an agent
can have in his arsenal.

Infrared telephone
Take a step into the future of wireless telephony. This
sophisticated device allows communications between two
operatives as far as 3km away. Using infrared light, it sends
signals that cannot be intercepted or detected with any existing

technology. A must have for all agents working behind enemy lines!

Advanced security systems
Our advanced security systems help you sleep better at night
and offer unique cost benefits and flexibility in the applications
of security. Make life hard for malicious intruders with the latest
in security technology. With your order you get: Motion
Detectors, temperature sensors, laser beam alarms, electric
locks and the satisfaction of owning the world’s best security
systems.

Sound Receiver
This top of the line surveillance device is perfect for when you
really need to know what's going on! Hear faint or distant
sounds or listen in on a distant conversation from up to 400
meters away. Sounds impossible for the human ears to pick up
will now seem as if you're only a couple of steps away. To
protect your ears, very loud sounds are automatically limited.

2. WEAPONS
Fairbairn Sykes fighting knife
The ultimate knife for all your stabbing needs. Whether it be
man, plant or beast, this magnificent combat knife will get the
job done. More than a survival knife, is especially designed to
strike accurately at your target's vital organs, while it remains
ideal for peeling, slicing, and dicing all of God’s creation.

Watch with a garrote cord
This handsome stainless steel watch is the perfect blend of style
and function. It features a classic-looking round black dial with
three silver-colored hands and simple bar markers. The deadly
surprise lies inside its winder. Pull it out and you have a 60cm
long garrote cord. Just approach your victim from behind while
pretend winding your watch and it’s death o'clock! Waterresistant to 15 meters, this watch can handle splashes of water, rain or blood. It has a
battery life of five years.

Hidden knives
Sharp and clean whenever you need them, these tiny concealed
knives are the ideal escape tools, as they can be used to cut
bonds, loosen windows or pick locks. They can also be used as a
last resort weapon when everything else has failed. Never leave
home without them!

Stun Gun
Terminating enemy agents is not always an option. For example,
enemies marked for kidnapping are always more valuable alive
than dead. On the other hand, you must be crazy to confront an
armed to the teeth enemy agent with bare hands. The answer
to the problem is this great stun gun that can deliver a powerful
200,000 volt charge that will daze and disorient an opponent
without causing any permanent damage. Comes with a one year
warranty against defect and uses five rechargeable 9 volt batteries (not included).

Single Shot Pistol
Discover the new exciting way of opening holes into your
enemies! This reloadable 4.5mm pistol is actually the Porsche of
concealed weapons. Its' unique shape and size make it easy to
disguise as lipstick or a pocket flashlight and get past all but the
most dedicated body search.

Cigarette case weapons
Smoking can kill, especially if you use this custom made
cigarette case. The device is capable of firing three hollow point
bullets filled with poison. So the next time you encounter an
enemy don’t forget your manners and offer him a cigarette.

Keychain gun
This unique keychain holds the key to heaven or hell. It can fire
.32 caliber bullets and at just one inch wide and three inches
long is the ideal weapon to pass through airport and security
buildings metal detectors.

Weapons briefcase
Annihilate your opponents with the cutting edge in weapons
technology. Incredible as it seems, we have managed to fit in
this elegant leather briefcase a 5.56mm machine gun, a flamethrower and a rocket launcher for those hard to get fast moving
targets. In all, this unique product is the best way of blasting
your enemies to the neverland where they all belong.

3. Assassination
Poison weapons
Many assassins struggle in daily basis to overcome the gory
reality of their profession with poor results. Apparently it is
extremely difficult to keep your hands clean in this line of work.
But we promise to put murder under a whole new perspective.
Our new generation of poisons is so extremely toxic that even a
scratch with an umbrella in a bus stop is enough to get the job
done. No blood, no sweat, no pain and no traces left for the police. You will love it, your
contactors will love it… Hell, even your victims will love it.

Silenced firearms
Giving a new meaning to the expression killing them softly, our
latest generation of firearms lets you send your enemies to the
other world without disturbing this one. Our silencer works by
suppressing the gases that leave the gun and by using
ammunition that travels slower than the speed of sound,
avoiding the sonic boom caused by ordinary bullets. Now you
can finally operate indoors or outdoors without worrying about alarming the bystanders or
the neighbors. Assassins with migraine problems will especially love this one.

Laser Scope
Take a step into the brave new world of tomorrow. This laser
scope projects a laser beam that looks like a small red dot onto
your target. This red dot is the last thing your victims will ever
see. It's modern, it's cool and the results are unbeatable if you
are shooting from moderate to closerange. Free with every laser
scope comes an adjustable base for windage and elevation, that
mounts on most firearms.

Sectional sniper rifle
Finally the item that all assassins were praying for! This
sectional sniper rifle will make all other weapons in your arsenal
look like paperweight. Inside a chic leather case a powerful
7.62mm sniper rifle is hidden. Now not only you can move your
gear around undetected, but you can also operate miles away
from your target and still be able to reach out and touch him in
a really bad way. Inside the case you will also find a bipod and a grenade launcher for
maximum enjoyment.

Assassination spray
This mix of acid and poison can make murder a doddle. Just
spray a doorknob and let the acid pierce your unsuspected
victim's skin in order for the poison to act. Comes in travel size
and is friendly to the ozone layer.

4. Interrogation
Human body pain map
Excruciation can be a pretty stiff piece of work and not all
interrogators are big men with enough physical power for the
job. So it's important to be able to inflict the maximum pain
with the less effort possible. Now you can save up time and
manpower by using our explicit human body pain map. Easy to
use and full of explanatory charts and examples, it is an
essential companion to all professional interrogators.

Suicide tooth
Can’t stand the pain? Fear that you’ll lose face to your comrades
if you break and squeal under extreme torture techniques?
Don’t worry. This fake tooth contains a concealed capsule filled
with poison. Just bite hard and play the ultimate joke to your
interrogator. The death will be quick and painless, so the last
laugh is on you. Literally.

Interrogation endurance training
There is no such thing as tough people. Only trained and
untrained. So give to your people the opportunity to harden
beyond the human limits and laugh at the face of their
interrogators. They don't need to be brave, they don't need to
be strong. Our interrogation endurance training is designed for
the average Joe.

Portable electroshock machine
Tired of moving around heavy machinery? Worried that your
interrogations won't be effective enough when away from the
headquarters? The solution is here. This portable and handy
device is perfect for outdoor and on field interrogations. Comes
with a full set of rechargeable batteries that guarantees more
than 24 hours of agony for your victims.

Lie detector
Can't tell right from wrong? Need to know who is the friend and
who is the enemy? Well, you don't need to guess any more. This
simple but very effective device can indicate if a person is being
deceptive by analyzing his heart rate, blood pressure,
respiratory and electro dermal activity.

Truth serum
They say that a lie well stuck to is as good as the truth. Well, not
anymore. After a shot with this serum your prisoners will not be
able to help themselves from telling the truth and nothing but
the truth, so help them God!

